There have been some researches on analysis using finely-meshed FE model to understand in detail the behaviors of buildings during severe earthquakes. The accuracy of such analysis is often validated by comparing the results to the corresponding full-scale shaking table test. While they are highly successful in the accuracy, no researches take account of the effect of fracture of members. In this paper, numerical analysis is conducted for a steel structure subjected to multiple series of excitations in a full-scale shaking table test considering the fracture. The structure is modeled with planar and solid finite elements and the fracture is treated by mandatory deletion of elements at time when fracture was observed in the experiment. It is shown that, by considering fracture of steel members with deletion of elements the history of input excitations and caused damages, the behaviors can be simulated by analysis with much higher accuracy.
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SUPER-DETAILED FEM SIMULATIONS FOR FULL SCALE STEEL STRUCTURE CAUSED FATAL RUPTURE AT ITS JOINT PARTS BETWEEN MEMBERS
Shaking We have carried out the super-detail meshing FE model analyses about the large shaking-table tests with the 3-stories steel frame structure (which were carried out at the E-defense in 2013). In this paper, we focused on numerical reproducibility of the post-fracturing behavior in the structural system such as a rupture at beam-column connection part. For this aim, we have conducted the FE model analyses under considering ruptured parts and timings in the actual experimental results.
In the Chapter 2, the specifications of the testing structure were explained and the results on the shaking-table experiments at the E-defense were reported. This paper described about the structural responses observed under 40, 60, 80 and 100% scales of the Takatori wave (which is the NS components of the seismic record at the JR Takatori station during the Hyogoken-Nambu Earthquake in 1995). The fatal ruptures at beam-column connection parts were observed during 100% scale of the Takatori wave input.
In the Chapter 3, the conditions of the FE modeling and the results of the FE model analyses are explained. The FE model of the testing structure was generated with planar finite elements for steel frame parts and solid finite elements for concrete parts, slabs and foundations. Size of each element was meshed by unit of length 25 mm. There are totally 2,186,644 elements and 2,134,151 nodes for modeling whole testing structure. Calculations were operated for continuous inputs of 60, 80 and 100% scales of the Takatori wave. We have exactly identified actual parts and timings when the fatal rupture occurred and we made those timings of rupture synchronize to the FE analyses as the additional operation of removing elements.
In Chapter 4, to prepare the rule for judgment of the rupture at beam-column connection parts for the material setting of a FE modeling, we evaluated accumulative local strain as the factor for judging ruptured state. Based on the Manson-Coffin's theorem about low-cyclic fatigue, we monitored the sequence of accumulating damage in every local area at the bottom of the beam's flange.
As concluding remarks, we summarize the point of this study as following.
1) It was assured that well reproducibility of experimental response after occurrence of rupture can be gained on the FE model simulations with the additional operation of removing elements according to the actual timings of rupture at each jointing part.
2) By considering accumulative local strain as the factor for judging ruptured state based on Manson-Coffin's theorem, it appeared that accumulating process of the proposed index of damage factor in numerical evaluation shows well agreement to the actual state progress of the local rupture in the experiment.
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